GENERAL AVIATION / AIRLINE CORRIDORS
Voluntary Compliance During VFR Conditions

CAPTAIN APPROACH
126.1
VFR ADVISORY CODES
NOTE: RADIALS & DME FROM ACK VOR 116.2

SINGLE ENGINE
(130 KNOTS OR LESS)
- PLAN TO OVERFLY ISLAND:
  STAY HIGH (2000+ MSL) & REDUCE POWER
- EXPECT L/R DOWNWIND LANDING RW 30 OR 33
  WHEN X-WINDS ARE 12 KNOTS OR LESS

Additional Info:
www.NantucketAirport.com

NANTUCKET ATCT FREQUENCIES
ATIS 127.5
CLEARANCE 119.375
GROUND 121.7
TOWER 118.3

NOTE: Single engine aircraft are excluded from the 1 mile from Shoreline minimum.